This research work, presents a computer-aided mammography detection of mass image for Malignant breast cancer a system has been developed to help radiologists in order to increase diagnostic accuracy and called (ImageCBR). The aim of this work to find or detect similar Malignant image mass of breast cancer from base knowledge by given a target one. similarity Generally, a ImageCBR system consists of four stages: (a) preprocessing of the image (b) segmentation of regions of interest, such as a well-known mass breast features extraction and selection (shape, size, density, margin), and finally (c) image similarity (target and source). The performance evaluation metrics of ImageCBR systems are also reviewed.
Introduction
Nowadays medical knowledge is rapidly to the extent that even experts have difficulties in following all the new results, changes and new treatments. The reasoning was rapidly extending breast cancer detection techniques have been a widely researched area. The aim of this paper is to present analysis, design and implementation of the proposed system within the methods, techniques and analysis to tackle the research problems which, Mammography breast cancer detection (MBCD) by comparing a mass appeared in a mammogram with previous cases retrieved from base knowledge (BK) for diagnosing breast cancer masses using Artificial intelligence techniques Case -Based Reasoning (CBR) [2] and Expert System [3] for the evaluating features, mass detection and similarity purpose. An image processing (4) is used in the pre-processing of the images and preparing the images for the analysis of the features that they reveal. Visual studio2015 and Microsoft access2010 is used for the implementation. Over 100 mammography images as real case have been collected from two different hospitals Faruq Medical City (FMC), the Breast Disease Treatment Centre (BDTC) at Sulaimani hospital and an additional 38 cases obtained from the Mammographic Image Analysis Society (MIAS) Database [5] Experimental results demonstrated the performance and efficiency of the proposed algorithm and the performance details are given in the evaluation section. Various methods for shape description have been suggested through the years of research in engineering design and human perception, but none provide a complete and natural solution to the problem. Furthermore, this problem seems to be one of the most challenging problems, and is perhaps equivalent and the negative image of breast masses. 
Background
The research is mainly concerned with the similarity process for the target BCimage and source BCmass retrieval problem. Also, it is concerned with the phases of automating the process of only separate the layers of the BCimage and already wellknown BCmass components such as (shape, size, location and density) for an image for this reason needed the graphical representation to allow for the efficient retrieval of similar target BCimage and source BCimage thus reuse of relevant case knowledge. The background of the problem is a breast cancer disease. It is useful to define what "breast cancer" means. The term "breast cancer" refers to a malignant tumor that has developed from cells in the breast. Usually breast cancer either begins in the cells of the lobules [6] , which are the milk-producing glands, or the ducts, the passages that drain milk from the lobules to the nipple. 
Proposed system
The proposed ImageCBR System for breast cancer detection is composed of two main phases: adding archival cases, testing the new case. The proposed approach compares the mammogram image of a new case that contain a mass to old cases in the database (knowledge base) each case is represented as features and weight to represent its importance. The similarity process compares the new case's mass image the mass features with each image and features in the knowledge base. Figure 6 .0 shows the CBR System. The system's components are graphical user interface that serves the user, functional level that includes the features, archival case and the testing new case. The functional level interacts with the database that is called knowledge base. 
Phases of the proposed system
The first phase is adding archival cases to form our knowledge base. Each case represents a patient. Each patient had taken a mammogram that contains a mass with the mammogram report. This phase is composed of two main steps. The first step is preprocessing the mammogram image and extracting region of interest (RIO) [8] then putting into our database. Image processing is used for this step. The second step is feature extraction and adding the new and old cases to the database as shows in the figure 7.0 how expert system it works. 
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Data Collection and Investigations Datasets
Three different data sets are used which they are: Breast Disease Treatment Centre (BDTC) 
Quest for information (Expert System)
A medical CBR system in order to detect cancer, the system has to be first fed with information from experts, in our case doctors. A number of interviews are made by the system expert (the case doctor), the cases are diagnosed by the expert then the expert detected the mass and extracted the features and the features are copied into a form that was designed in order to record the description of the mass images that our case doctor diagnose it. After ending up with data collection it's time to convert the data into information and then encoding to our system. As mentioned in the previous section. Then each image diagnosed by two different specialist radiologists experts, figure 9 .0 and figure 10 shows the process of how the quest of information works in expert system. 
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Case representation
Each case is about the mass image, represented in the knowledge base as the following features of the Breast Imaging-Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS): Shape: (round, oval, irregular) Margin: (well defined, ill-defined, speculated) Density: (fat equivalent, hypodense) Size: the approximate size of the mass is calculated as follows:
The approximate size of the mass is calculated as follows: Let (x1, y1) be a point on the edge of the mass, and (x2, y2) be a point on the center of the mass
Where (r) is the resolution of the image. The experts experience is the most important feature in mass detection is the shape of the mass, then the margin after that the density and then other features.
Image processing
In order to do some processing on an image, it should be made ready. To do so preprocessing is a necessary task.
Image pre-processing
Mammogram images are converted to a process format by DICOM viewer program. After that, the images undergo some image pre-processing algorithm to identify the Region Of Interest [10] (RIO). The very first step is cropping the part of the image which contains the mass. Then a small program is written with Visual Studio C# 2015 to resize the images to 128 x128 pixels. Figure 11 .0 shows the interface of the resize program and figure  11 .0 shows the process of the resizing. 
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Edge detection filter
After resizing all of the images finished, then quick edge detect filter is designed with convolution filter matrix [13] [14]. Convolution is the treatment of a matrix by another one which is called "kernel", the image is multiplied by a filter matrix to enhance the edges of the mass in the image then used for the similarity. The filter studies successively every pixel of the image. For each of them, which we will call the "initial pixel", it multiplies the value of this pixel and values of the 8 surrounding pixels by the kernel corresponding value. Then it adds the results, and the initial pixel is set to this final result value. 
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Similarity Process
The similarity method is the most essential method that the result totally depends on the proposed method occurred between the test image with the images in the system. Similarity between images are found by the PCC (equation (2)).
(2)
PCC equation (2). [10] [11] [12]
. when xi is the intensity of the ith pixel in test image, yi is the intensity of the i t h pixel in images in the system, xm is the mean intensity of test image, and ym is the mean intensity of the image in the system. The function treats pixel by pixel of the comparing images to find the relation between images. If the result between two images are positive then there is a relation between the two images we can say they are similar we can accept it as one of the similar cases and then, the case if the coefficient is smaller or equal to (0) then the images are not similar, the system reject the approval for dissimilarity by using PCC equation The cases of the images are retrieved from the BK ordered from largest coefficient to the lowest the case with the maximum coefficient is selected and its class (benign, malignant) is suggested for the new case and advice is suggested for the new case.
Implementation of the proposed System
For the proposed system to tackle the research problem three algorithms have been designed, the first one to filter the image and resized to have better quality to be ready and hand out to experts for analysis, for this technic image processing be used as has been explained in section similarity using PCC equation. FMC that is a malignant mass, the proposed system retrieved the similar cases from the Base Knowledge and selected case (29) as the most similar case to the target case. Target case (a) is a case from BDTC that is proved by biopsy to be malignant. The mass is diagnosed by Dr. Kalthum, and has written the radiology report. Target case (a) is a case from BDTC that is proved by biopsy to be malignant. The mass is diagnosed by Dr. Kalthum, and has written the radiology report. The image (b) is a mass image of a caseID (35) from our Base Knowledge, it is a case of BDTC that is proved by biopsy that it is cancer, the mass is diagnosed by Dr. Shad Muhammad and radiologist by Dr. Alla A Shally. The radiology report has been written by Dr. Shad Muhammad. The proposed system retrieved the similar cases from the Base Knowledge and selected case (35) as the most similar case to the target case. 
Conclusions
This paper proposes a novel method to analyse (MI) objects into separate parts (1234, based on: Three algorithms have been designed to tackle the research problems.
